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NewsPro is an effective
newsreader and aggregator. It is

easy to use and will bring the
news you want to read. It also
has the capability to aggregate
and present new stories. It can

also be configured so that
articles from news sites are

automatically downloaded, even
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when the user isn't online.
NewsPro looks for news updates
at servers designated by the user.
NewsPro is especially effective
for users who are connected to
newsgroups. At any time, the
user can choose from seven
different news servers, all of

which are available as standard
components of the application.
If a user comes online and does

not want to use one of the
currently available servers, the

software will automatically
choose a server from its preset
list based on the user's Internet
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Service Provider, IP address, or
domain name. The user can
choose another option by

configuring the program to
check for updates at servers
before any other program or

application. The user can also
choose to check for updates

manually. In this case, the server
is configured to check for new
messages at periodic intervals,

with the last checked server
being stored in the Internet
cache for future retrieval.
NewsPro can also scan,

aggregate, and repost messages
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from other servers. The software
can also scan and aggregate
messages from subscribed

mailing lists. NewsPro can be set
up to check for multiple

newsgroups at a single news
server. In addition to all the

standard features of a
newsreader, the software can be
configured so that new articles

are downloaded from or
reposted onto at least one news
server. In addition, some server

updates can be automatically
downloaded, even if the user is
offline. NewsPro works with
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news servers that archive old
message postings in addition to
their new message postings. The
software can also select which

old postings to archive. NewsPro
has the ability to work through

firewalls, since its Windows
version can be configured to
connect automatically to sites

even when the firewall is in the
way. The software also has the
ability to serve as an efficient
newsreader for sites that are
controlled by a CGI script.

Newspro Features: NewsPro is
an effective newsreader and
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aggregator. It is easy to use and
will bring the news you want to
read. It also has the capability to

aggregate and present new
stories. It can also be configured
so that articles from news sites
are automatically downloaded,
even when the user isn't online.

NewsPro looks for news updates
at servers designated by the user.

NewsPro is especially
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> NewsPro is a great
newsreader. It has a highly
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polished and powerful GUI that
allows you to see and edit many

of the fields in the header of
each newsgroup. The GUI is

fairly intuitive, but can also be
difficult for new users. >

NewsPro is multi-threaded,
which means it can download
multiple headlines at the same
time, and will do so as quickly

as possible. It can also search for
the headline as it is downloading
in each thread, and can help you

track down the one you want.
NewsPro provides the fastest
search of any newsreader I've
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tested. > NewsPro will tell you
if you haven't logged in recently,

and will log you on as soon as
possible. > NewsPro provides an
option that allows it to create an
icon for each newsgroup on your
desktop and in the Windows file
folder. This lets you easily keep

track of newsgroups that you
frequent. > As with all

newsreaders, you can share any
newsgroup with other users via

both NNTP and POP3
protocols. > NewsPro uses

SMTP to reply to all forms of
subscriptions that you use. >
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NewsPro allows you to create a
private group, which other users

cannot join, and to make it
hidden, which is useful for

archives or newsgroups that you
want to periodically check. >
NewsPro contains a complete

index, which is always
maintained and can even be

updated via a newsreader. > You
can easily setup your own access
rules or send yourself messages
to a directory. > NewsPro will
provide you with an icon for
each of your newsgroups, and

for groups you frequent. >
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Newsgroups can be renamed,
deleted, archived, and have their
threads closed if desired. > And,

thanks to the use of custom
newsreader styles, you can easily
configure NewsPro to look like
anything you wish. > You can

save almost every feature of any
newsgroup to a cookie file, so
you can retrieve it later, and
even restore it to a different

group. > You can read
newsgroups outside of the

grouping schemes that your
newsreader has. > NewsPro

includes many features for the
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new user. > Newsgroups can be
accessed via a drop down list of

currently subscribed
newsgroups. > You can add
folders, and even create a

private group if you wish. > You
can save search strings, and then

refresh them later. > You can
have your own messages be

created and sent to you.
09e8f5149f
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NewsPro For Windows

NewsPro is a multi-platform,
multi-language, mutithreaded
newsreader which supports the
evolution of newsgroups,
multigroups, netscape exchange
2.0 and real-time delivery. It has
an extensive archive and server
support and is a comprehensive
newsread.(NewsUSA) - Ten
Thousand Villages made history
when we launched the first ever
national campaign for the 20th
anniversary of the United
Nations International Year of
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the Child, which began on the
eve of the United Nations'
World Day of the Child on
November 20, 2010. We were
privileged to have five of the
original ten villages -- our "first
family" of villages in the U.S.,
which have been reproducing
articles of clothing that were
originally produced by children
of rural communities in Asia
and Africa -- featured on our
web site in October 2010. These
villages, and our campaign, were
featured in the press, on
television, on radio, in schools
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and offices around the country,
and in international classrooms.
We donated nearly $500,000 to
UNICEF USA to use in
developing a program called the
"Cotton Story", which uses
children's art to make a
difference. This aparat is staffed
by UNICEF USA to help
children and communities in
Africa and Asia to tell their
story about cotton, a crop grown
almost entirely in rural areas. As
part of the campaign, we
donated cotton clothing items
and artworks made by children
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from the cotton story program,
as well as other children, to
UNICEF USA's Cotton Story
Swap. The Swap gave UNICEF
USA -- and the world -- a
unique opportunity to see how
the original 10 villages of the
"first family" produced the
cotton items. And we had the
chance to be there to help make
that happen. This is a story that
is part of the amazing legacy of
"first family." Hats off! A nearly
decade-long journey, including
ten of the first international
cotton production villages,
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which engaged the growing rural
youth of Asia and Africa in the
production of clothing for the
children in the local
communities. A campaign that
engaged 100 million people
worldwide, including 25 million
children, to spread awareness
about the lives, work and unique
products of children around the
world. Tens of thousands of
volunteers who are the fabric of
the 20th anniversary "first
family." Proudly represented by
the premier children's clothing
producer in the U.S., Ten
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Thousand

What's New in the NewsPro?

NewsPro is a handy and
comprehensive application with
allows you to add multiple
newsgroups and connect to
various servers. NewsPro uses
the faster news server to
download articles, and its
multithreading capabilities
retrieve more than one at a time.
It features fast synchronization
of headers, has excellent search
capabilities, and works through
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firewalls. It also handles images
(including display of.jpg files)
and both MIME and UUE
encoding. Other features include
reposting of prior messages and
attachments, import/export,
bookmarks, and printing. The
operation of NewsPro is a little
different from other
newsreaders, so those familiar
with another program will have
to spend some time getting used
to it. NewsPro Version History:
v1.0.1 (09-May-2008) - Now
includes problems with some
sites v1.0.0 (28-Apr-2008) -
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Initial release. System
Requirements: Windows
98/Me/NT 4.0/2000/XP/Vista.
Note: Windows 2000 or XP is
required for Windows Update
support. Mac OS X is NOT
supported. NewsPro Speed:
Keep your newsreader up to date
with the fastest news server
around. NewsPro Features:
Connect to any newsgroup
server you want and keep your
newsreader up to date. Add
multiple newsgroups.
Import/export posts and user
data. Quick search capabilities.
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WinHttp (built into the
program) support through
protocol tunneling. Print,
Posting, Reposting and
Attachments. Multiple window
capabilities. Image viewer with
(JPEG) and UUE support.
Multiple images per message.
Bookmark and Archive
messages. Import/Export MIME
attachments. Filter by date. All
newsreaders should be able to
read the newsgroups found in
NewsPro. Selective downloading
of images and messages from
newsgroups and posts to folders.
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The ability to import/export
messages to an HTML format.
When posting, it tries to post a
message immediately. The
ability to download more than
one message at a time.
Commenting on individual
messages. Spelling corrections
on messages as you type. Much
more. NewsPro Screenshots:
NewsPro Newsgroup List:
NewsPro Newsgroups Window:
NewsPro Repost Window:
NewsPro Security Tab:
NewsPro Repost Window with
MIME Attachments: (Note
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System Requirements:

It requires two computers; (i.e. a
gaming computer that can play
the game and a PC that is
dedicated to testing. This is to
avoid causing crashes). It is
recommended that the two
computers have the following
specifications; - PC: - Processor:
Intel Core i5 7500 3.2 Ghz or
equivalent - Memory: 6 GB -
Graphics Card: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 660 2GB - Video
Output: 720p - Operating
System: Windows 7 x64 (32 bit)
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- Internet Connection: Internet
required
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